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Abstract 

Perceived devaluation has been shown to have adverse effects on the mental and physical health 

outcomes of people who use drugs. However, the impact of perceived devaluation on sexually 

transmitted infections (STI) testing uptake among street-involved youth, who face multiple and 

intersecting stigmas due to their association with drug use and risky sexual practices, has not been 

fully characterized. Data was obtained between December 2013 and November 2014 from a cohort 

of street-involved youth who use illicit drugs aged 14–26 in Vancouver, Canada. Multivariable 

generalized estimating equations were constructed to assess the independent relationship between 

perceived devaluation and STI testing uptake. Among 300 street-involved youth, 87.0% reported 

a high perceived devaluation score at baseline. In the multivariable analysis, high perceived 

devaluation was negatively associated with STI testing uptake after adjustment for potential 

confounders (Adjusted Odds Ratio = 0.38, 95% Confidence Interval: 0.15–0.98). Perceived 

devaluation was high among street-involved youth in our sample and appears to have adverse 

effects on STI testing uptake. HIV prevention and care programs should be examined and 

improved to better meet the special needs of street-involved youth in non-stigmatizing ways. 

Keywords: Perceived devaluation, Stigma, Sexually transmitted infections, Homeless youth, 
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Introduction 

In Canada, street-involved youth are a highly marginalized population that often 

experience reduced access to healthcare, and are more likely to become involved with the 

criminal justice system and exposed to food insecurity, homelessness and unstable housing, as 

well as limited job and education opportunities (Tyler & Johnson, 2006; Worthington et al., 

2008; Zivanovic et al., 2016). Studies have shown that up to 95% of street-involved youth have 

ever used illicit drugs whereas over 40% have ever injected drugs (Barnaby, Penn, & Erickson, 

2010; Canada, 2007; Kerr et al., 2009; Public Health Agency of Canada, 2006; Worthington et 

al., 2008). Compared to the general Canadian youth population, street-involved youth are also 

reportedly more likely to be sexually active, have multiple sex partners, experience sexual debut 

at an earlier age, report low rates of condom use, and engage in sex work (Kelly & Caputo, 

2007; Marshall, 2008; Public Health Agency of Canada, 2006). These factors place street-

involved young people at an elevated risk of acquiring sexually transmitted infections (STI). 

Indeed, prior research shows that the incidence of both chlamydia and gonorrhea among street-

involved youth in Canada is ten times that of their peers (Public Health Agency of Canada, 

2006). Furthermore, the prevalence of HIV among street-involved youth is three times that of 

the Canadian adult population (Public Health Agency of Canada, 2006).  

Street-involved youth are often severely socially marginalized and experience multiple 

and intersecting stigmas (Kidd, 2003, 2007) (e.g., social labeling and stereotyping; social and 

physical separation from the general population; loss of social status; discrimination in a range 

of sectors, including educational and employment). Many young people are stigmatized through 

an association with illicit drug use (Ahern, Stuber, & Galea, 2007; Albizu et al., 2015; Kidd, 

2007). Drug use is also often viewed as a demonized and stigmatized behaviour across various 
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international settings, and people hold negative opinions about people who use drugs (PWUD); 

they are frequently seen as weak, immoral, and dangerous (Ahern et al., 2007). Experiencing 

multiple forms of stigma at a critical juncture in youth’s social development, contributes to 

ongoing perceived devaluation and alienation whereby negative self-perceptions are 

internalized and reinforced over the life course (Ahern et al., 2007; Link, Struening, Rahav, 

Phelan, & Nuttbrock, 1997; Ritsher, Otilingam, & Grajales, 2003; Rivera, DeCuir, Crawford, 

& Fuller, 2015). Furthermore, PWUD experience discrimination in addition to the burdens of 

stigmatization which include a range of exclusions and unequal treatments attributed to drug 

use (Ahern et al., 2007; Krieger, 1999; Link et al., 1997). Perceived devaluation refers to “beliefs 

that members of a stigmatized group have about the prevalence of stigmatizing attitudes and 

actions in society” and occurs when illicit drug users think that most people believe common 

negative stereotypes about drug users (Link et al., 1997; Luoma et al., 2007). These beliefs have 

been shown to have damaging influences on the mental and physical health of PWUD (Ahern 

et al., 2007; Link et al., 1997; Ritsher et al., 2003; Young, Stuber, Ahern, & Galea, 2005) and 

may persist even after drug use or street involvement is discontinued (Link et al., 1997).  

Perceived devaluation may also create barriers to health seeking (Ahern et al., 2007; 

Albizu et al., 2015; Link et al., 1997; Reif, Golin, & Smith, 2005; Ritsher et al., 2003) and a 

growing body of literature has documented the association between perceived stigma and health 

outcomes among adults who use illicit drugs (e.g., heightened stress responses; participation in 

unhealthy behaviours; nonparticipation in healthy behaviours) (Ahern et al., 2007; Meyer, 2003; 

Pascoe & Smart Richman, 2009; Ritsher et al., 2003; Rivera et al., 2015). The adverse health 

outcomes associated with perceived stigma could vary across young men and women due to the 

existing gender inequalities that provide the social context for stigma and often operate through 
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health-related gender differences (Risman, 2004, 2011). For example, gender relations 

influenced by a number of socio-cultural norms and expectations influence female youth’s 

sexual health practices and STI testing uptake (Oliffe et al., 2013). Nonetheless, we do not yet 

fully understand how perceived devaluation may affect STI testing uptake among street-

involved youth who are likely to experience other forms of stigmas due to the use of illicit drug 

or risky sexual practices. Therefore, this study examines whether perceived devaluation is 

independently associated with reduced STI testing uptake among street-involved youth, and 

whether gender modifies the effect of perceived devaluation on STI testing uptake of street-

involved youth. We hypothesized that 1) higher level of perceived devaluation is independently 

associated with reduced STI testing uptake among street-involved youth; and 2) gender modifies 

the effect of perceived devaluation on youth’s STI testing uptake. 

Methods 

Study Design and Population 

Data was obtained from the At-Risk Youth Study (ARYS), a prospective cohort study 

initiated in 2005 among street-involved youth in Vancouver, BC, Canada. Eligibility criteria 

include individuals aged 14 to 26, who have used illicit drugs other/in addition to marijuana in the 

last 30 days, provided informed consent, and were ‘street-involved’ (i.e., being temporarily or 

absolutely without housing in the last six months, or having accessed street-based youth services 

during that period). Details of the study design and recruitment have been described elsewhere (E. 

Wood, Stoltz, Montaner, & Kerr, 2006). In brief, youth are recruited through snowball and 

outreach sampling approaches aiming to maximize the representativeness of the sample. 

Participants complete an interviewer-administered questionnaire and provide blood specimens for 
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HIV and HCV serological tests at baseline and study follow-up. The questionnaire includes items 

on socio-demographics, substance use, sexual and drug-related risk behaviours, encounters with 

the criminal justice system, and healthcare utilization. Data used in the present analysis was 

obtained between December 2013 and November 2014 because measures of perceived stigma 

were only available during this wave of data collection. Participants who reported having been 

sexually active in the past six months were included in the analysis.  

Study Variables 

The primary outcome of interest in this study was history of STI testing in the past six 

months. The primary outcome of interest was ascertained by examining responses to the following 

question: “Have you ever been tested for a sexually transmitted infection (STI) other than HIV in 

the last six months?”  

Primary exploratory variable. The primary explanatory variable of interest in this 

study was a composite measure of one aspect of perceived stigma – perceived devaluation. 

Perceived devaluation was measured using three statements (i.e., Most people think that 

someone who uses drugs is reliable; Most people think that someone who uses drugs is a good 

person; and Most people think that someone who uses drugs is not dangerous) on a 5-point 

Likert scale, 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree), with summed scores ranging from 3 to 

15 and final scores were divided by 3 to reach a mean perceived devaluation score. High scores 

on the perceived devaluation scale suggest dissatisfaction with self-image, feelings of low self-

esteem, and fear of falling short of aspirations and therefore, reflect greater perceptions of 

devaluation. Mean scores were then categorized into three levels; i) Low (mean score<3) ii) 

Moderate (mean score=3), and iii) High (mean score>3) (Ahern et al., 2007).  
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Secondary exploratory variables. Other secondary explanatory variables of interest, 

chosen based on their known or a priori hypothesized relationship with perceived devaluation and 

STI testing uptake, included age (<19 vs. ≥19), Indigenous ancestry (self-reported First Nations, 

Metis, Inuit, Aboriginal vs. other), gender (women vs. men), Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender 

(LGBT) (yes vs. no), stable relationship (yes [Regular partner, marriage or common law] vs. no 

[single or non-regular partner or divorced]), and education (≥high school  vs. <high school). Other 

individual-level factors examined included unprotected sex (yes vs. no), involvement in sex work 

(yes vs. no), sex with an HIV/STI-infected partner (yes vs. no), multiple sex partners (yes vs. no) 

and depression at baseline. The presence of depressive symptoms was evaluated based on The 

Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) using a clear cut-off (yes [score of 

≥22] vs. no [score of <22])(Radloff, 1977). Substance-related variables included injection drugs 

use (yes vs. no), non-injection binge drug use (yes [using non-injection drugs more than usual] vs. 

no), binge alcohol use (yes [drinking alcohol more than usual] vs. no), accessing drug/alcohol 

treatment (yes vs. no), daily crystal methamphetamine use (yes vs. no), daily cocaine use (yes vs. 

no), daily heroin use (yes vs. no), and daily crack use (yes vs. no). Lastly, structural-level variables 

examined included homelessness (yes vs. no), health service utilization (yes [Seen a doctor, nurse 

or other health professionals] vs. no), and sexual/physical violence (yes vs. no). All behavioural 

and structural variables pertained to the six months prior to the interview.  

Data Analysis 

We first examined participants’ baseline characteristics stratified by STI testing in the past 

six months. Comparisons were made using Pearson’s chi-square test and the Fisher’s exact test for 

contingency tables in which 25% or more of the expected cell frequencies were less than five.  
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As the analyses of STI testing included serial measures for each participant, generalized 

estimating equations (GEE) with logit link function were used, which provided standard errors 

adjusted by multiple observations per person using an exchangeable working correlation 

structure. We first built bivariable GEE models to examine the association between STI testing 

and each explanatory variable. Because the objective of this analysis was to determine whether 

perceived devaluation, independent of established individual- and macro-level factors, was 

associated with STI testing, multivariable GEE models were fit using a conservative stepwise 

backward selection approach (Maldonado & Greenland, 1993). All variables that were associated 

with STI testing uptake in unadjusted analyses at p-value of less than <0.10 were included in a 

full multivariable model and a stepwise approach was used to fit a series of reduced models. 

After comparing the value of the coefficient of the perceived devaluation in each reduced model, 

the secondary variable associated with the smallest relative change were dropped until the 

minimum change exceeded 5% (Lee et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2009; Milloy et al., 2013). 

Potential modifying effects of gender on the effect of perceived devaluation on STI testing 

practices was examined by introducing an interaction term to the final regression model. All 

statistical modelling were conducted using SAS software 9.4 (SAS, Cary, NC) and all reported 

p-values are two-sided. 

Results 

During the study period, 360 youth completed the study questionnaire among whom 300 

reported having been sexually active and were therefore included in the current analyses. Among 

the study sample, 85 (28.3%) were Indigenous, 109 (36.3%) were female, and 68 (22.7%) were 

LGBT with an overall mean (standard deviation) age of 24.6 (3.51) at baseline. The majority of 

the sample (n = 261, 87.0%) reported high perceived devaluation score. Characteristics of the 
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sample stratified by STI testing history are presented in Table 1.  

The crude and adjusted longitudinal estimates of the odds ratio of STI testing being 

associated with perceived devaluation are presented in Table 2. In multivariable analyses, after 

adjusting for potential confounders including sexual and drug-related variables, high perceived 

devaluation was independently associated with lower odds of STI testing (Adjusted Odds Ratio 

[AOR] = 0.38, 95% Confidence Interval [CI]: 0.15–0.98) while moderate perceived devaluation 

was not statistically significant (AOR = 0.28, 95% CI: 0.07–1.16). In sub-analysis to check the 

model selection process, several variables were forced into the multivariable model (e.g., being in 

stable relationship, LGBT status, and depression) to reflect their hypothesized confounding effects; 

however, the main estimates remained unchanged (data not shown). Gender did not modify the 

relationship between perceived devaluation and STI testing (interaction term p-value = 0.543).  

Discussion 

This study found that perceived drug-related devaluation was high among our sample of 

street-involved youth and negatively associated with STI testing. Such a high prevalence of 

perceived devaluation among street-involved youth may be attributed to their experiences of 

multiple layers of stigma associated with being perceived as ‘troubled youth’ – reflecting ageism, 

stereotypes about young people who are street-involved, as well as normative views regarding 

risky sexual and drug use practices. While data on perceived drug-related stigma among youth is 

sparse, these findings are consist with a previous study among 1008 outreach adult PWID where 

85% of participants reported perceived devaluation (Ahern et al., 2007). Compared to another 

sample of adults who use drugs recruited from residential and outpatient addiction treatment 

centres in the United States, feelings of perceived stigma in the current study among youth were 

notably higher (60% vs. 87% respectively) (Luoma et al., 2007). These differences could in part 
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be explained by differences between the scales used in the current study and the US-based study 

or they could reflect the findings of other investigations that have found that young street-involved 

people report more stigma than adult populations with regards to HIV/STI-related stigma (K. Wood 

& Aggleton, 2002). Higher perceptions of devaluation among the participants in the current study 

were significantly associated with lower STI testing uptake. This complements the findings of 

previous studies suggesting that externalized sources of stigma affect sexual health practices of 

youth and create barriers to their STI testing uptake (Bailey et al., 2010; Beery & Zucker, 2011; 

Knight, Shoveller, Oliffe, Gilbert, & Goldenberg, 2013; Knight, Small, & Shoveller, 2015; 

Shoveller, Knight, Johnson, Oliffe, & Goldenberg, 2010).  

Although some suggest that perceived drug use stigma deters drug use and therefore results 

in beneficial health outcomes, findings of this study are in line with a large body of literature in 

other marginalized populations (e.g., racial or sexual minorities; mental health patients) pointing 

to a strong relationship between perceived devaluation and harmful health outcomes (Jackson et 

al., 1995; Meyer, 1995; Ritsher & Phelan, 2004). Further examinations of the role of perceived 

devaluation on health outcomes among PWUD is warranted.  

Gender was not found to modify the effect of perceived devaluation on STI testing uptake, 

which should be interpreted with caution given the small sample size in low or moderate perceived 

devaluation categories that might have affected the observed association. However, gender 

remained a significant confounder of the observed association and the odds of STI testing among 

young women was approximately three times higher than young men. Although seeking STI testing 

varies across different sub-population of youth, young men have been shown to represent a 

disproportionately low rate of testing compared to young women (Bailey et al., 2010; Beery & 

Zucker, 2011; Knight et al., 2013; Knight et al., 2015; Shoveller et al., 2010). Low STI testing rates 
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among young men have been associated with individual- and structural-level factors inside and 

outside the healthcare service delivery systems. For example, studies have shown how gender 

relations and masculinities influenced by a set of social expectations influence men’s sexual health 

practices and experiences (Bailey et al., 2010; Beery & Zucker, 2011; Knight et al., 2013; Knight 

et al., 2015; Oliffe et al., 2013; Shoveller et al., 2010). Also, these experiences have been linked to 

anxiety-inducing environments of STI testing clinics for young men where their sexual orientation 

is interrogated (Knight et al., 2013). Therefore, existing STI testing policies and procedures should 

be examined to assess their unintentional contribution to stigmatizing behaviours towards young 

PWUD. Moreover, it has been argued that the sexual healthcare delivery system positions women 

to take on the bulk of sexual and reproductive health responsibilities (Knight et al., 2015; Oliffe et 

al., 2013; Shoveller et al., 2010). Together these findings suggest that future interventions aimed 

at increasing STI testing uptake among marginalized youth would likely benefit from gender-

sensitive approaches.  

The current study has limitations that are common to studies on hard-to-reach populations. 

While efforts were made to recruit a representative sample of street-involved youth, given the non-

random recruitment approach used, these findings may not be generalizable to all street-involved 

youth or PWUD in Vancouver; however, the demographic profile of this sample is similar to other 

studies on street-involved youth in British Columbia (Martin, Lampinen, & McGhee, 2006; 

Ochnio, Patrick, Ho, Talling, & Dobson, 2001). Given the lack of substance abuse stigma scales 

among young PWUD, the measures used in this study were directly adopted from an earlier study 

on adult PWUD (Ahern et al., 2007) and adjusted for this population and could potentially suffer 

from issues with content validity. Future research could illuminate what items might be modified, 

added, or removed from the measure of perceived devaluation among street-involved young 
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PWUD. Moreover, our study instrument did not include multiple items to measure other types of 

stigma. In future, it could be useful to include items in addition to perceived devaluation that assess 

other aspects of stigma (e.g., discrimination, rejection and maltreatment experiences) and various 

types of stigma (e.g., anticipated or enacted stigma). This would allow for a more fulsomely 

assessment of stigma and the combined impacts of multiple types of stigma on STI testing uptake 

among uptake young PWUD. Lastly, similar to other studies among this sub-population, these 

interpretations were prone to self-reported, recall, and social desirability biases. However, efforts 

were made to increase the accuracy of the data by limiting the analysis to recent variables (past six 

months).  

Conclusions 

In summary, study findings suggest that young PWUD experience high levels of perceived 

stigma, and that associated experiences of perceived devaluation may decrease STI testing uptake.  

These findings have implications for health policy makers, healthcare providers, and researchers. 

Considering the adverse impact of perceived devaluation on STI testing practices of street-involved 

youth, it is important for healthcare staff to attend to the effect of perceived stigma (and the multiple 

facets through which stigma is generated) on their clients. Interventions targeting care providers to 

reduce stigmatizing attitudes or behaviours towards this subpopulation could be helpful in 

encouraging marginalized youth to seek sexual health care. Shifting the focus onto the system and 

providers may provide an important means by which to better meet the special needs of street-

involved youth in non-stigmatizing ways by concentrating on intersecting forms of stigma (e.g., 

ageism, drug use, gender stereotypes) among marginalized youth.  
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